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Is the end in sight, or can we already see the end times? In 2020, we 
will weather the swells and tensions of subterfuge, irreversible change, 
and societal forces that tend toward self-destruction. Now more than 
ever, we need the thinking, making, and imagining that drives artists to 
make work both because of and in spite of these challenges. Inevitably 
pulled into the fray, where there is no clear path forward, up, or out, 
their practices navigate shifting grounds one step at a time, adapting 
to uncertainty both provisionally and purposefully. To unravel the bind, 
some pursue processes of dismantling, yielding new spaces and material 
configurations. Others take up forms, materials and design once intended 
to visually obscure or physically confine, transforming or repurposing 
them into new tools and structures for generative exploration. In doing so 
they explore the increasingly evanescent contours of truth, knowledge, 
and fact, reading the world as it presents itself—in all its complexity and 
imbalance—even when it does not make sense.

— Ellen Y. Tani
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ARTIST TALKS 
In conjunction with the exhibition, the ICA will host a series of gallery talks 
from the artists. All events are free and open to the public.

Thursday, January 30, 2020: 10:00am
Artist Gallery Talk featuring Michel Droge and Honour Mack

Friday, February 21, 2020: 10:00am
Artist Gallery Talk featuring Marian Baker and Adrian King



MARIAN BAKER
Vase 1
Porcelaneous Stoneware
2019

MARIAN BAKER
I make useful pots for two principal reasons: because I love to make 
them and because I believe using handmade things can enrich 
the lives of the users. I choose colors and designs that are rooted 
in nature: ocean, beach stones, moss and sky. Inspiration for form 
comes from some of the traditions of English and Japanese pottery. 
Depth and richness in glazes are created by using specific shiny 
and satin surfaces together in contrast. For design, I explore both 
pattern and symbols, often sprung from nature, in collaboration with 
the form to increase a sense of mystery. It is my intent to add to that 
my fascination with the material and ideas about function, as well as 
to reveal and honor the process.

I see my pots as a bridge between art and daily life.

www.marianbakerpottery.com



STEPHEN BENENSON
Logs
Acrylic and oil on board
2018

My recent work is an examination of innocence, nearsightedness 
and greed in our relationship to the natural world. I see parallels 
between the myth of Adam and Eve and images of logging and
deforestation, and the way we have aggrandized and distorted the 
meanings of both. Are the loggers alienated from the natural world, 
lashing out at a oppressive and chaotic overlord, or simply acting on
the most natural of impulses, that of survival? Are they, unknowingly, 
setting elaborate traps for themselves and generations to come, just 
as Adam and Eve did?

www.stephenbenenson.com

STEPHEN BENENSON



MICHEL DROGE
Not Yet Titled 1
Oil on canvas
2019/2020

My paintings focus on the environment in a time troubled with the 
repercussions of long-term human exploitation of cultures, creatures, and 
environments. By creating large-scale paintings and drawings I actively 
work through ideas and reorganize systems based on visual forms in nature 
and deconstruct accepted systems of organization like those found in 
maps, grids and landscapes. Through this work I reimagine environmental 
and social ecosystems and explore systems, observe structures and 
patterns and make connections between the macro and micro worlds. In 
my examinations, I expose habitual patterns of thought and present space 
for new ideas to emerge. My paintings and drawings reference mapping 
and landscape imagery to suggest that we are looking at familiar structures 
and conditions of assumed beauty. However, upon closer examination, 
I hope the viewer might sense their own essence and find new ways to 
navigate. We make change and access understanding often on non-linear 
and somatic levels where logic does not always penetrate. 

www.micheldroge.com

MICHEL DROGE



ANNIKA EARLEY
Teeth
Collaged woodcut prints
2019

I am curious about the line between tool and weapon. 
Women have been given numerous tools to keep themselves busy, 
keep themselves beautiful, or both. The prick of a needle can draw 
blood.

This transformation from tool to weapon is often illustrated in fairy 
tales. In Grimms’ Allerleirauh, or All-Fur, even the princess’s precious 
pelt, made of the hides of all the animals in the kingdom, becomes a 
protective tool as she escapes her father’s sexual advances.

In this series of works, I arrange objects into postures of self 
defense and protection. The cut paper pieces are arranged in 
such a way that their sharp edges point outward, ready to strike if 
necessary. They were created using the small violences of
cutting and carving. As a counterpoint, the gouache paintings are 
much softer and more gentle. They are impossible pelts: a mix of 
fur and scales with ambiguous, imperfect forms. The princess in 
Allerleirauh covers herself in such a pelt in order to transform into 
anything other than her female form as a means of self preservation. 

These works are about agency. I want to charge these tools with 
power, and by extension, exalt the women who wield them.

www.annikaearley.com

ANNIKA EARLEY



JOHN P. GARDINER
Hey Dad! Wait up! (Afterhumans I and II) 
Walnut and faux fur
2020

On the surface this work delves into an exploration of what might 
come next. Fueled by a love for dystopian science fiction my 
imagination has always pondered the question of what will inhabit 
this world once humans no longer exist. Will they come from 
another world or evolve from our demise? While contemplating 
the current state of our current physical and socio-political climate 
it seems inevitable that our species, left unchecked, is destined 
for destruction. Underneath this work additionally explores the 
parent-child relationship. What is it that we are trying to achieve as 
individuals; as parents; as a species? What do we hope to leave for 
our offspring? Can we rest peacefully knowing that we did our best 
for our children; for our home; for our planet? These are some of the 
questions this work hopes to ask.

www.johnpgardiner.com

JOHN P. GARDINER 



KATE GREENE
Studio Study no. 2 (black velvet, smoke)
Archival inkjet print
2017

Vision has long been a symbol of certainty and knowledge. 
Historically, distanced viewing and cognitive intelligence have been 
authoritative forces in art theory, marginalizing affect, emotional 
sensitivity, and sensuality; qualities inherently linked with the feminine. 
I consider affect as a visceral perception that is central in the 
construction of experience and understanding. Catherine de Zegher 
asserts that feminist art practices allow us “to see and to focus on 
what is in eclipse... or has different qualities of perceptibility.” 
Rooted in this notion, my work employs multiple photographic 
strategies as a means of interrogating how formal and affective 
gestures mutually inform and transform one another. 

This practice models a mode of seeing that is allusive and suggestive 
rather than dogmatic and inert. Moving between the studio, interior 
domestic spaces, and landscape, I harness the affective qualities of 
color and light in order to photographically describe a perceptual 
edge. By reducing and transforming objects, spaces, and gestures 
that often have gendered or socio-political connotations into formal 
(and often sculptural) building blocks, my images resist simplistic 
readings and prompt the viewer to reconsider the relationship 
between vision, knowledge, and authority.

ktgrn.com

KATE GREENE



ADRIAN KING
Large Jar
Stoneware, various slips
2019

My approach to making pottery stems from an intrigue for the 
process and materials that I use. I utilize atmospheric firing 
techniques using wood and gas, that activate the surfaces with 
an earth-toned warmth. The firing process allows moments of 
uncertainty to happen. Bursts of color appear where licked by the 
flame and glaze wraps around a pot like water against rock. I want 
my pottery to bring comfort to our daily routine through tactile and 
visually stimulating surfaces that promote and encourage use.

www.adriankingpottery.com/

ADRIAN KING 



ALYSHA KUPFERER
Drawings
Graphite, natural fiber
2019/2020

Acts of drawing (pulling and dragging forces) were practiced by our 
ancestors in the production of textile materials and in the farming 
of natural fibers. Human survival was built upon simple actions of 
pulling, twisting, and crossing – the knowledge of the fingertips and 
palm in action against material.

In arts education, we universally believe that drawing is a foundation 
skill. However, our definition of drawing practice has narrowed to 
exclude the etymological origin of the word. In this series, just as
in what we now think of as foundation “drawing,” graphite humbly 
acts against natural fiber through the friction of drawing forces. 
However, here the fiber refuses subservience: drawing through,
drawing out, drawing against. Actions of cord against media create 
the record of these forces and celebrate the global ancestry from 
whom we gained the knowledge to draw water, to draw fiber, to
draw cordage, to draw warp.

www.alyshakupferer.com

ALYSHA KUPFERER 



ALEX LUKAS
Stone Proposal 08
Alcohol marker, pencil crayon, pen, toner and acrylic on paper
6.5” x 9.5”
2019

Examining the present through investigations of the recorded past 
and imagined future, my research and studio practice exist at the in-
tersection of documentary and fiction. Referencing speculative fan-
tasy alongside quotidian roadside Americana, my drawings, prints, 
books, sculptures and audio collages interrogate broadcasts across 
time and multiple forms of the souvenir. 

This collection of new drawings envisions large blocks of stone in a 
yet-to-be-known museum or future archive. Unadorned, but clearly 
on display, these stones are spaces of opportunity. Covered with 
halftone patterns, they are at once blank and complete, filled with 
possibility for form, text, print, image and chances for interaction. 
They are pre-sculptural heirlooms.

This work has been loosely inspired by N.K. Jemisin’s Broken Earth 
trilogy. In her epic narrative stone obelisks float above a decimated 
planet. Created by a then-ancient civilization, Jemisin’s stones are 
sources of power that tap into long lost and denigrated magic. 
They are remnants that must be relearned and repurposed. 
My drawings are tombstones and future relics and spaces of 
untapped potential. They are fantasy drawings of speculative 
monuments yet to be formed. 

www.alexlukas.com

ALEX LUKAS



HONOUR MACK
Drool
Gouache, graphite & polymer
2019

My paintings are the result of an ongoing interest in the push and 
pull between choice and accident, object and image, and the 
action of seeing. The process of negotiating disruption through 
construction is meaningful to me. The accumulation of layers of 
physical material, color and drawing resolve into images that lay 
somewhere between references to the body, architecture and 
landscape. The logic and structure of landscape architecture, 
agriculture, and urban development function as a foil for visceral 
intuitive form; a house for the body to push up against, a restraint. 
The most recent work is inspired by medieval anatomical drawings 
and garden design. I am not interested in representing “landscape” 
or reproducing images that represent “place”. I am interested in 
using these two sources as structures to frame questions about 
environment, my body, other bodies, human intervention and 
emotion.

honourmack.com

HONOUR MACK



KELLY McCONNELL
[Not Your] Cock Monkey
sumi ink, mixed acrylic mediums, duct tape, chalk, 
butcher paper, wood 
2019

My paintings are about time, a systematic record of time, and rep-
resentations of my life through an allegorical selection of colors. 
My paintings are realistic in their expression in that they are about 
me. Rather than a narrative, I have painted an emotional record 
and a collection of paths and journeys. Reflected in the paint, I see 
through fog, sheets of water, or a veil, depicted with multiple layers 
of color or marks. These layers are how I experience my life. 
The accumulation of marks become the painting.

What is happening in our nation, and my disgust with our current 
government officials, are at odds with the serene systems I 
once embraced in my studio. I have found that I am less able 
to compartmentalize the world around me to make sense of it. 
Recently, representations of my own body have emerged in my 
mark marking, and I have let them stay. I have teased these images 
off the canvas surface and rearranged them in the environment. 
In this life, when we now all work and try to make meaning, these 
paintings represent my own disequilibrium as an artist in this time.

kellymcconnellstudio.com

KELLY McCONNELL



RACHEL E. SOMERVILLE
Influenced
Photograph
2019

Drawing attention to nature that is unnoticed is my objective. In my 
work, I utilize light, phenomena and scale to focus on a subject.  
From a distance, these photos appear calming, whole and pure.  
However, observing up close, these images appear blurred and dis-
jointed because of their digital nature. This visual duality represents 
the growing human hybrid we grapple with in our daily lives. 
We sift, we sort, and we navigate between the convenience of mod-
ern comforts and the exhaustive task that preservation and explora-
tion of the wild may entail.  

In my life, I look for places to retreat. Saco Bay is one of those 
unique places. It is said to be the largest stretch of sand beach in 
Maine. It is famous for its very low-tide and expansive Saco River 
estuary. Growing up summering along this wide coastal horizon 
taught me to notice and wonder and then wonder and notice. 
The beauty that arises in this familiar, yet ever changing shore, 
instilled a perpetual sense of awe and humility for the natural world.  
The summer beach opens its arms to people far and wide. The 
winter beach spits out what is left behind. I am captivated by the 
cycle of life reflected by the ocean’s gifts, as well as concerned for 
the ocean’s future.  

The title of this series is “Drawing A Line in the Sand.” As much 
as I wish I had the power and authority to protect the bay, I 
acknowledge that my line in the sand is a theoretical and ephemeral 
one. I hope that my photos communicate, in part, the essence of this 
unique entity that draws me to its shores. The simplistic nature and 
stillness of the subject are intended to remind the viewer to notice, 
pause, and appreciate the beauty and generosity of the ocean. 

releni.squarespace.com

RACHEL E. SOMERVILLE



LING-WEN TSAI
Liminal (green)
Plexiglass, color paper, frame
2018

The Liminal series revels my interest in the nature of seeing, and how 
our visual experiences influence our perception of reality. Working with 
pictorial depth and vision field, each work is a limen, a transformative 
threshold, into a contemplative and boundless state of being.

www.lingwentsai.com

LING-WEN TSAI



ABOUT ELLEN Y. TANI

Ellen Yoshi Tani is an art historian and 
Boston-based curator. While Assistant 
Curator at the Institute of Contemporary 
Art Boston, she presented the work 
of Nina Chanel Abney, Huma Bhabha, 
and a solo exhibition with Tschabalala 
Self in 2020. Previously she served as 
Andrew W. Mellon Postdoctoral Curatorial 
Fellow at the Bowdoin College Museum 
of Art, where she taught classes with 
the museum’s collection and curated 
exhibitions, including Second Sight: the 
Paradox of Vision in Contemporary Art, a 
major exhibition and publication that centered issues of race and disability within histories 
of conceptual art. Her research interests engage the fields of American art, black studies, 
race and ethnicity, feminism, design, and conceptual art, and she earned her PhD in Art 
History from Stanford University in 2015. In addition to regularly presenting her work at 
academic conferences, Tani has led workshops on object-based pedagogy and delivered 
guest lectures in interdisciplinary contexts. She was invited as a 2018 juror for the Maine-
based publication The Chart’s visiting critic program, Hewnoaks Artist Colony, and the 
Maine Percent for Arts Program, and has served as a guest critic for Tufts SFMA thesis 
reviews. She has contributed to exhibition monographs of Charles Gaines and Senga 
Nengudi, and has written for Common Field, Apricota Journal, and online platforms such 
as The Chart, Temporary Art Review, and Art Practical. Her current publication projects 
include a forthcoming article in Art Journal on the work of Glenn Ligon and Steve Reich, 
and an essay on Senga Nengudi’s relationship with Japanese culture for an anthology on 
transnational feminism in the arts.

ellentani.com

ABOUT THE ICA

The Institute of Contemporary Art at Maine College of Art (ICA) features innovative 
exhibitions and public programs that showcase new perspectives and trends in 
contemporary art. Comprised of the Lunder Gallery, the Evans Hunt Gallery and the William 
Sloane Jelin Gallery, the ICA is located on the first floor of the Porteous Building in the 
Arts District of Portland, Maine. A lively schedule of programming includes public lectures, 
workshops, performances, pop-up shows and events. The ICA is a unique resource for 
Maine artists and the MECA community, as well as the public, showing nationally and 
internationally known artists in guest-curated exhibitions.

www.meca.edu/ica




